Beezone Study of the Aletheon
by Adi Da Samraj
Note to reader.
The sentences in the White and Orange Books Project with the The Aletheon, The Divine
Avataric Self-Revelation of His Divine Presence, Avatar Adi Da Samraj are not exactly as
they are written in The Aletheon and are not meant in anyway to replace or dilute the
original text. Beezone's adaptations in the White and Orange Project are meant to be
summaries of the original sentence and they are also not intended to replace or change
the original meaning of Adi Da's original writings.
The sentences in the White and Orange Books Project The Aletheon are adaptations and
modifications (see examples) to make the text shorter, simpler and more easily read by
someone who is not familiar with the writing style of Adi Da Samraj.
All words in the Beezone project are those of Adi Da in the order of which they were
written unless there are italicized or in parenthesis. Beezone has made all efforts to keep
the 'essence' of the meaning intact (see examples). Any errors or possible misconceptions
are completely the fault of Beezone.

What are the Greek origins of Aletheon?

Ed Reither with Frank Marrero
https://youtu.be/ywRm59Yqwe0

The Aletheon
FORWARD
All who study the Way of Adidam should remember that they are
responding to a Call to become responsible for themselves. They
should understand that they, not Avatar Adi Da Samraj or others, are
responsible for any decision they make or action they take in the
course of their lives of study or practice.
(Nobody is taking you home)
(It is traditionally presumed that the Spiritual Way is a matter of
following a great path by which the aspirant will either go to or return
from a 'place' that is regarded to be the goal.

THE COVER
A visual and visionary representation of The White Circle in the black
field is called the “Midnight Sun” - the Divine Shining in the midst of
the cosmic domain - Eternal Sun. It is not perceptible by the ego - the
separate one.

It is the 'face' or the 'doorway', the Threshold Personality of the
Divine, the 'hole' in the universe. The Heart, the root of the heart
seemingly 'objectified'.
It appears everywhere, simultaneously in all the worlds in the Cosmic
Domain - high (translation) and low (emergence).
The Red Field is the grossest dimension of the conditional realm of the
Cosmic Mandala. It is a representation of the Transcendental
Translation of Adi Da Samraj - it is from Him, it is Him.
This is the 'new' and never before 'event(s)' - emergence and
translation - in the history of the Cosmic Mandala. It is the central
message of the Aletheon.

IGNORANCE
Aletheon starts with (and ends - and never leaves in Ignorance. There
are no answers, no questions, no others, no differences, there is
neither a 'yes' a 'no' or any possible combination of the two.
The Perfect Ignorance the Aletheon refers to is Reality, Truth, The
Divine (all words depending on your particular 'orientation' that mean
the same 'thing') which is Always, Already, Here and Indivisible and
Prior to all that arises in consciousness.
This ignorance is the foundation. There are no 'knowers' in God, Truth
or Reality

The only 'thing' that 'creates' division is the separate sense of self.
The reflective mechanism of 'ego'. In its vital, subtle and causal
forms.
Ego creates the illusions of others, high and low, 'all of it'.
The reflective world(s), gross, subtle and causal are all simultaneously
rising and falling within their own laws, without center or
circumference.
Perfect and True Philosophy begins (and ends) with self transcending body and mind - Self-Apperception of Reality Itself. Which is Already
the Case, Self-Evident, Indivisible, One.
This One, This Reality is everyone and everywhere.
This Ons the conditional context (not the cause) of all the worlds high and low.

THE DIVINE AVATAR MASTER
The One, the source, appears in form and in person. The One is the
only giver of self-realization.
At this time, because of this present state of the Cosmos, The One
has appeared as a World Teacher, as the Heart.
This appearance came in the from of an ordeal, similar to a
'crucification', a self-submission. This ordeal was necessary to awaken
everyone to Reality.

This ordeal is Complete. The Way is most perfectly Revealed and
'emerging'.
The Power of the Heart, It's Presence is Now Fully Revealed.
The Power of the Heart is the Means that awakens the separate sense
of self - high and low - through Sacrifice, devotion, forgetting,
transcending the 'self-contraction' of I, me and other.
My Form, my Presence, and my State - all three together - are the
Way.
The 'seemingly' separate heart is Me. You and me are only Me.
The Way is an ordeal, into and throughout The Orbit That Circles the
Whole.
You are never excluded from the One, this is Revealed by The One.
The Seventh Way is the Only Way. The six stages seek the Seventh.
The Seventh Way is Direct, it is not a roundabout way.
The Way is always at the Heart's Root.
The teaching word is for listening and it reveals the Way.
The Way Brightens the world.
The Hearts Way is a continuous affair, moment to moment, breath by
breath, a constant dancing Communion.
The Means is a responsive, participatory Communion. You must
participate.

There is reception and release, release and reception, feeling and
attention. Dissolving.
Always release the separate sense of self through participatory
transcending Communion.
The Means fills my devotee, my true devotee, with Love-Bliss Light,
from head to toe, towards the height and depth of Heart's Infinite
Space.
Always Already Disappeared in "Bright' Indivisibility.
Beloved, I am The Divine Avataric Master

Spoken Word
My spoken word, my source texts are the Living Word of Reality, now
and forever.
My spoken word is spoken to every particular individual personally.
Such is its Uniqueness.
No matter how many times you read my word it is always unique.
What makes it unique is not the changes you are going through but
that is Reveals the One Reality, Always.
Social conventions of speech and writing are based on reality as
untrue.

My word is not spoken or communicated from or to a separate point
of view.
The "I" reference in social communication has no reality. It is merely a
convention of speech and communication.
The "I" does not exist, has never existed or will ever exist.
The "I" is self contraction
My writing style reflects Reality and conditional existence.
Read, recite, listen and feel instead of think about Message of Reality
My word is my Form, an extension of My Agency. It is not a substitute
and not independent of Me.
Do not abstract yourself from my word. Immerse yourself.
My word is my Gift.

I Am Free - not in the middle
I am not an 'other'
I mysteriously appear and demonstrate responsiveness because of
conjunction, not because of karmas.
For many years I served, through self-submission, becoming and
teaching those who would listen.
I am now 'set-apart'. Free.
I am only available through right response.
I wait for your response, Here.

Transcending Insubordinate Mind of Religion and Science
All modes of human religion and science are systems of presumed
knowledge that define what is allowable to be known.
Religion and science tribalize, to localize and control knowledge.
Religion and science protect a collective political, social, and cultural
mode of mind.

THE DOGMAS OF SOCIAL MORALITY VERSUS THE ESOTERIC
SPIRITUAL TEACHING THAT IS AT THE ORIGIN OF
TRADITIONAL RELIGIONS
The New Testament more than any other book communicates the
principles, ideas and beliefs of the Western world.
The ideas and principles in the New Testament are not only Christian,
they are part of the secular Western culture.
These ideas and principles are the basis for present day morality and
social conception.
Today science is replacing religion as a way of knowing - and
therefore behaving.
Without a moral order - as a collective system - society can not exist
in a sane manner.
This is not only applicable to the West but also the East.
Ancient cultural supports have lost the legitimacy.
Modern changes in the fundamental principles have lost the ideas of
the 'Sacred'.
Human 'centeredness' are now accepted conventions of mind.

My criticism is of the analytical reductionism - reducing everything to
the individual human being, to its most rudimentary material sense.
Reducing things down to its material sense is profoundly destructive.
Science, political and philosophical materialism is presently controlling
'mind' today.
The present day mind set excludes other ways of knowing.
Ancient religions are being reduced to atheistic humanism.
Mass media controls mind sets - reducing communications of moral,
science, politics and religion to human centeredness.
The State, the church or established cult religions are not interested
in ecstatic transcendental teachings. Such teachings are very rare.
If you are Spiritually Awake you transcend the separate self, the body
and the world.
The basis of current popular religions, both East and West are based
on a teaching about Communion with Present Moment Reality, God
and Truth.
The basis of all religion is esoteric rather than social and moral
gospels and teachings.
Jesus summarized this in his teachings from the old testament "Love
God with your entire being, and love your neighbor as if your
neighbor were not other than yourself".
Jesus' summary is not merely a social morality teaching but a
"Kingdom of God" Spiritual Mystery teaching, moment to moment
Communion with Spirit-Breath. Thus be Free and Happy.

The Prophetic Criticism of 'Great Religions'
Religious awareness and experience of the Western world is trapped
within an archaic structure of myths, dogmas and irreducible social
conflicts.
They can not be 'backed out of' or reduced - they must be 'gone
beyond'.
These myths, dogmas and irreducible social conflicts are now on a
global cultural, political and economical scale.
These myths and beliefs have humans under a spell of threatened
ego-pride possession.
This spell can not be 'broken' until old ways are submitted to the
Universal Principle of Prior Unity and the separate sense of
individuality transcended - individually and collectively.
Religion can be benign - but today is ego based. Based mostly in the
first three stages of life.
Religion in general, is an exoteric cultic phenomenon that controls thought and behavior of individuals through external and
psychologically manipulative "techniques'.
Religions (individually and collectively) are in a global tribal war - new
ways against old ways - my way against your way. - "what you did to
me (and my ancestors) I will never forget.."

Religions are..trapped in archaic myths, dogmas and irreucible social
conflcts....
An authentic “religious” institution must be devoted entirely to both
the communication and the practice of “religious” Truth and the
unrelenting demand for right and always greater human
transformation.
Historically, only relatively few people in any generation of humankind
have been interested in accepting that Truth-message!

THE WESTERN PROHIBITION AGAINST HIGHER KNOWLEDGE
AND REALIZATION VERSUS THE EASTERN ADVOCACY OF
HIGHER KNOWLEDGE AND REALIZATION
In Western relgious traditions there is a negative connotation with the
quest for 'higher' knowledge - approaching the Divine or 'Union' with.
Adam and Eve, Icarus and Prometheus and Crucifictions.
The Eastern is associated with a positive and profound quest 'higher'
knowledge - approaching the Divine or 'Union' with.
The Eastern religious and spiritual tradition is also far less interested
in attachment to 'material' things.
The West is 'esophobic' and the East is 'esophilic'.
The principle necessity for all of humankind in todays 'late' or 'dark'
epoch is to transcend or outgrow the ambivalence of both the East
and the West.

MOVING BEYOND CHILDISH AND ADOLESCENT APPROACHES
TO LIFE AND TRUTH
Currently people are alternately invited either to submit themselves in
childish, emotional, and cultic fashion to one or another glamorous
tradition, personality, or possible effect, or else to assert their
adolescent independence from any Divine Influence, Master, or Way
by engaging in any one of the cool, mental, and strategic “methods”
of “self”-indulgence, “self”-absorption, “self”-help, de-programming,
or certified sudden transcendentalism now available in these mediamotivated times.
I am not the usual man.
What I Teach has been Awakened and Tested in My Own Case.
There Is Grace and Truth, Transcendental Spiritual, Real God-Reality.
There are true and false ways to live.
There are partial revelations.
Everyone is obliged to realize the One Heart.
Experiences, searches 'high' and 'low' are required by those still
lingering in childhood and adolescence.
In childhood God, Reality, Truth is beyond....and you will 'get
there'..some time in the future.
In adolescence there is a 'double-bind' of dependence-versusindependence.
Adolesence is the orgin of clever mind - conscious manufacturing
motivations (desires).

These motivations are contradictory and mutually exclusive, creating
a double-bind - of mind.
There is a development beyond the developmental stages of childhood
and adolescence.
In the mature phase of human development the principle of
separation is undermined by Unity of Reality.
The world is not abandoned or abused.
All diversity is unified into One Whole.
This is the beginning of the mature phase of life.
The mature phase of life is characterized by balance, no-dilemma, no
seeking, no problem, no solution, no goal, no remembered state(s),
no need to know, a process of Brighening and Fullness of all 'worlds'.

DIVINE, OR SEVENTH STAGE, ENLIGHTENMENT
In my Divine Avataric Work I make 'Holy War' with human beings
dreadful and universal preocupation with themselves.
In is only when human beings are conformed with Truth, Reality or
Real God are they set free from this preoccupation.
The individual is only a temporary modification of Conscious Light
appearing and emanating from a central core of Light.

The human individual is never separate from Light.
The human indiviudal is self-contracted from Light.
The human individual can not extricate him or her self from selfcontraction.
The human individual is Liberated from self-contraction only by
Reality.
Seventh Stage Realization is Always Prior Self-identification with
Conscious Light in Which body-mind complex and world is arising.

THE PARENTAL DEITY AND THE ONE TO BE REALIZED
"No matter how many people are in the room, there is still only One
Person there!"
“God”-idea associated with the God as “Other”, or the One Who is

“Other” corresponds to a rather childish (or even infantile) sense of
Reality.
A kind of super-version of mommy-and-daddy.
The entire domain of conventional “religion” is the domain of
immaturity—or of childishness and adolescence, rather than real
human maturity.

Thus, popular (or conventional) “religion” is largely a cultural domain
of social morality.
Atheism is the ultimate form of denial of the Parental “God”.
Atheism is not a discovery that there is no “God”, but a refusal to
acknowledge every kind of parent (or parent-like authority), including
(therefore) the Parental “God” of childish “religion”.
Always wondering about whether “God” exists is simply an adult
occupation of basically adolescent personalities whose notions of
“God” were formed by the childhood situation of dependence.
Beyond these childish propo-sitions, that I Call you to “consider”—in
the form of My Own Teaching-Argument, and also in the evidence of
the Great Tradition of humankind.
There Is the Great Being, the Great Divine Reality. There Is That
Truth. And there is the Way of entering into the Realization of That
One. Such Realization requires great maturity—not childishness, not
adolescence, not egoity—and It involves the transcending of
everything conventionally “religious” that is associated with your
childish and adolescent personality.
The Truth that is be realized may be summarized simply as the
Realization that, no matter what is arising, no matter how many
others are present, There Is Only One Being.

GOD AS THE CREATOR, GOD AS GOOD, AND GOD AS THE REAL
Conventional “God-religion” originates in the state of mind that
characterizes the first three stages of life.
Conventional “God-religion” is ego-based—and it serves the functional
desire of the egoic “self” to be protected, nourished, pleasurized, and
(ultimately) preserved.
...as well as all of the other ordinary and extraordinary pursuits of
born existence in the first six stages of life.
Spiritual life begins only when the ego is thoroughly understood and
transcended.
No conditionally apparent thing or being or process is ultimately
preserved—nor, by contrast, is there any absolute destruction. Cosmic
Nature is a transformer—not merely a “creator” or a “destroyer”.
When ego or the self-contraction is understood the “world” is no
longer conceived as a drama of warfare between “Good” and “Evil”.
The ultimate moment in the 'play' of conditional Nature is beyond
contradictions.
Cosmic Nature is Revealed only equanimity, beyond all stress and
bondage of energy and attention.

The disposition of equanimity provides the functional base for the
ultimate and final investigation of the ego and the dynamics of
conditional Nature.
It is only-by-Me that fundamental equanimity Is Inherent and
Constant, expressing Prior Divine Self-Realization.
This is not a means, it is a Transcendence of separation

TACIT CERTAINTY OF REAL GOD
God is not the 'first cause' or creator.
Real God is That Power of egoless Being Which is Vast, Infinite, and
Beyond Comprehension - Self-Evidently So.
The Heart must be kept alive moment to moment, to excercise Real
Intelligence.
The concern of conventional “religious” institutions and processes is
not Real-God-Realization but social, political, and cultural order.
You cannot hold God accountable for what you are doing, or for how
“things” are happening, or for all your trouble here.
No “thing” or “event” is “caused” by Real God.
You yourself are making the “events” of your life.

THE CULTURALLY PRESCRIBED GOD-IDEA OF EXOTERIC
RELIGION IS NOT THE DIVINE ITSELF BUT ONLY A CULTURAL
(AND ENTIRELY CONDITIONAL) MEANS FOR TURNING TO THE
DIVINE
The Hindu cultural tradition is that whatever “Chosen Form” a person
may worship is the construct through which he or she is moved to
turn to the One Divine Absolute.
This understanding of the nature of exoteric “religious” worship is
correct.
All the various modes of exoteric “religion” should be understood to
be varietal forms of devotion to a “Chosen Form” of the Divine—or to
a particular culturally prescribed Divine image, idea, and mythology.
Westerners often (mistakenly) presume Hinduism to be a form of
polytheism.
The potential problem is that any such tradition tends not to
understand that its particular focus of worship is simply one among
many possible “Chosen Forms”.
Thus, any such tradition may tend to presume that it is the tradition—
the one and only true and right tradition.
Such is the origin of fundamentalism.
The result is idolatry.
The 'sin' of idolatry is any and every act of replacing the Divine Itself
with the constructs of approach to the Divine.

THE NECESSITY FOR A GLOBAL UNITY-CULTURE TO REPLACE
THE ANCIENT BI-POLAR CULTURE OF SEPARATE WEST AND
SEPARATE EAST
What can be seen in the outward conflicts on Earth today are
essentially the artifacts of the two halves of humankind, the East and
the West.
Humankind is no longer of either the West or the East. Rather, now,
and forever hereafter, humankind is a global construct of all.
If you are truly moved you have no choice but to completely inspect
your condition of existence.
That ordeal is the necessity inherent in the confusion of WesternEastern mind-brain that is the result of the “modernization” .
You must become able to differentiate all your motivations that reflect
archaic conventional (inherently bi-polar) concepts, persuasions, and
philosophies. - East and West.
You have casually inherited your presumed Western or Eastern mind,
without ever having been a very profound student of it.
Therefore, in order to serve the course of the ego-transcending and
“difference”-transcending investigation that is necessary for all of
humankind, I have made this book, and many other books, wherein
and whereby I present a comprehensive system of unique tools, that
will, if rightly and consistently used, enable that investigation to be
truly effective and successful.

EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC: THE PUBLIC AND THE SECRET
DIMENSIONS OF RELIGION
The dominant “religions” of the present-time are, fundamentally,
exoteric traditions that exist in order to serve social purposes.
In contrast to exoteric “religions”, esoteric “religions” have not been
communicated to the public masses. That is why they are called
“esoteric”—their teachings were supposed to be kept secret, and
reserved for the few who were truly prepared to understand and
rightly practice them.

THE WISDOM OF ESOTERICISM
Exoteric “religion” is always an emergence of institutionalized social
and political ideology from a base of esoteric Spiritual and
philosophical and ascetical Revelations, traditions, and practices.
Therefore, the authentic Wisdom of humankind is in the transferring
of human endeavor from the exoteric domain to the esoteric domain.

THE CRITICISM THAT CURES THE HEART
People think “religion” is about themselves, whereas right “religious”
practice is supposed to be about the Divine.
Right “religious” practice is, ultimately, about discovering Oneness
with the Divine Condition.

In this “late-time”, “religion” has been reduced to being nothing but a
reflection of humankind. The “talkers” of “religion” are constantly
making pronouncements about matters of a social and political nature
—matters that are essentially about humankind, and of a gross
nature.
The first six stages of life are entirely about human beings.
That “straight-on” assessment of the Great Tradition is fundamental to
what I have Revealed.
“Religion” is not the only dimension of human life that is being

misused. All aspects of human possibility are being misused—in
exactly the same manner.
Reality Itself cannot be disproven—nor can Reality Itself be proven.
Reality Itself is Intrinsically and tacitly Self-Evident.
Science is not in a position to make absolute affirmations.
“Religion”, as an “objective” phenomenon, is a collection of ideas and

doctrines that cannot—and should not—be absolutely affirmed.

PART THREE
DEVOTION TO THE SPIRITUAL MASTER IS THE FOUNDATION
OF ALL TRUE SPIRITUALITY
ADEPT-REALIZERS ARE THE ROOT OF ALL ESOTERIC
TRADITIONS
The primary force and “root” of all the esoteric traditions of
humankind are the Adept-Realizers, those who actually Realize the
Spiritual and Transcendental Nature of Reality.
Adept- Realizers appear in all times and places, and they become
associated with the complex social and cultural structures existing in
their immediate environment.
Apart from the Adepts, there is no tradition of Truth.
There is no great Spiritual tradition that is without a person at the
center of the process.
The Adept-Realizer is the continuous and unending resource and
resort of his or her devotees.
One who Functions as Adept Spiritual Master exercises the GuruFunction only in relation to those who are his or her devotees.
If the Adept addresses public society at all, he or she may also
assume the role of prophet.
Adept-Realizers spontaneously Transmit That Which they have
Realized.
That Which they have Realized Transmits Itself.
Everything transmits.

The best thing you can do is to associate with the greatest possible
Transmission.
This is the Great Rule, the Great Law, the Ultimate Principle of the
Great Tradition of humankind.
Only the ego will deny the Spiritual Master. The ego wants to “do it”
himself or herself.
Do what exactly? Be himself or herself—separately and untouched.
The Spiritual Master is a Transparent Reminder of the Divine Reality.
A Guide to the ecstatic Realization of the One Reality in Which all
conditions arise and change and pass away.

BEYOND THE CULTIC TENDENCY IN RELIGION AND
SPIRITUALITY,AND IN SECULAR SOCIETY
In My Teaching, I Speak critically of the conventional orientation of
“Guru-cultism”.
The error of conventional cultism is precisely this childish, and
adolescent, and ego-based orientation to fascination with Spiritual
Masters.
This error of “religious” and Spiritual cultism, and of ego-based
culture, must be examined very seriously—such that the error is truly
rooted out, from within the cult and the culture itself.

CULTISM IS THE BEGINNER’S LEVEL OF HUMAN EXISTENCE
The word “cult” means a system of externals related to the worship of
a deity.
Therefore, all formally organized exoteric “religious” institutions or
communities are cults.
Cults are at the “root” of all human cultures.
Cultism is associated not only with “religion”, but also with politics,
intellectual studies, science, the “professions”, entertainment, sports,
the news media—every area of human endeavor tends to produce the
centralizing phenomenon of cultism.
All mere enthusiasm, or belief, or ritualized consciousness is at the
novice level of human existence.
If enthusiasm, or belief, or ritualized consciousness persists beyond
its appropriate term, it inevitably becomes an expression of either
childish or adolescent neurosis.
When participation in the “outer circle” of life is prolonged, and the
more advanced culture does not begin, then all the classic signs of
human failure are in evidence.
This transition to human maturity requires profound and “self”-critical
understanding on the part of the individual.
This is precisely the situation in the human “world” at the present
time.
Everyone is clinging to the “outer circle” of human existence.
It is time to grow up!

THE GREAT ESOTERIC TRADITION OF DEVOTION TO THE
ADEPT-REALIZER

Spiritually Realized Adepts are the principal Sources, Resources, and
Means of the esoteric Way. This fact is not a matter of controversy
among real Spiritual practitioners.
The entire Spiritual Way is a process based on the understanding of
attention and egoic attachment and identification with every kind of
conditional “object”, other, or state.
You become whatever you meditate on.
The Essence of the practice of devotional Communion with the AdeptGuru is to focus attention on the Realized Condition of a True AdeptGuru.
The Spiritual Motive is essentially the Motive to transcend the limiting
capability of attention.
This process requires the Most Perfect transcending of egoity, or
“self”-contraction itself.
Few adopt the path of extraordinary “self”-effort, which is asceticism.
Conventional effort is profound and difficult, and it tends to progress
slowly.

Adepts themselves have, since the most ancient days, offered an
alternative.
That Unique Principle is the Principle of Supreme Attraction.
Bondage of attention to conditional “objects”, others, and states must
be really transcended in the Spiritual Way.
But “self”-effort is a principle that originates in the separate “self”.
The principle of independent “self”-effort is replaced by the responsive
Principle of Supreme Attraction, the responsive devotional and
Spiritual Identification with the Person, Presence, State of One Who Is
In Samadhi.
Of course, actual Spiritual Identification with the Realized Spiritual
Condition of an Adept is limited by the stage of life of the devotee.
The popular “culture” of the first three stages of life is characterized
by the politics of adolescent rebellion against “authority”.
The Guru and the developmental culture of the Spiritual Way are
taboo, because every individual limited by the motives of the first
three stages of life is at war with personal vulnerability and need.
This is a form of what Sigmund Freud described as an “Oedipal”
problem.
Until there is the development of significantly effective “self”understanding relative to the developmental problems associated with
the first three stages of life, any one who aspires to develop a truly
esoteric practice will, characteristically, tend to relate in either a
childish or an adolescent manner.
The Realized Adept is, primarily, an esoteric Figure, whose unique
Function Serves within the context of the esoteric stages of life.

Those who doubt the Guru-Principle with popular taboos and the
psychological limitations of the first three stages of life continually
remain in doubt—until the Real Motive Awakens the heart’s Great
Impulse to Grow Beyond.
THE SUPER-PHYSICS OF DIVINE ENLIGHTENMENT
Divine Self-Realization is absolutely uncommon. In Its Most Perfect
Completeness.
Until My Own Divine Avataric Appearance and Demonstration, never
transpired in anyone’s case in the entire history of the human “world”.
It is a process that belongs to the future “evolution” of humankind—at
best, thousands, millions, billions of years in the future, for the
human race as a whole.
As a general rule, human beings are still dependent, violent,
egopossessed—still seeking consolations in the realm of changes.
Do not imagine for a moment that right and true practice of the onlyby-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way of Adidam is an easy matter,
that you can simply Listen to My Teaching-Argument and Realize the
Intrinsically egoless and Self-Evidently Divine Self-Nature.
The Reality-Way of Adidam is the Work of Reality Itself.
The Reality-Way of Adidam is the obligation of Eternal Existence—an
obligation generated, and regenerated, by the devotional relationship
to Me.
When My devotee enters into right relationship with Me, changes
happen in the literal physics of one’s existence.
I am not just talking about ideas.

I am Talking about literal transformations at the level of energy of the
Unlimited Condition of the Divine Conscious Light.
Most people are willing to sacrifice things, but not themselves.
There is an unspeakably profound difference between the condition of
the usual egoic individual and the Condition of the Divinely
Enlightened individual.
The physical body and its energies must be literally transformed.
Real Spiritual processes do not occur as a result of asking some silly
question or going to a few lectures for the weekend.
In the Literature I have Described the full esoteric progression of this
remarkable Process.
If you enter into the devotional relationship with Me, then the Divine
Process begins to duplicate Itself in your case.
If you are irresponsible, you feel that you are the victim of events.
Past events do not control your life—you control your life. You are not
a victim, and no one is to blame.
There is no event whatsoever that is so mighty that you cannot
transcend your own reactivity in relation to it. None. Not one event.
You must be responsible for yourself at the human level, and in a
profoundly uncommon way.
You must live the discipline of ordinary life.
You yourself must be love under all ordinary, daily conditions.

You must make this change in your life.
There is no way whereby you can be relieved of this necessity.
Nobody can do it for you.
PART FOUR
THE SEVEN STAGES OF LIFE—AND THE INTRINSIC
TRANSCENDING OF ALL OF THE FIRST SIX STAGES OF LIFE IN
THE SEVENTH STAGE WAY OF ADIDAM
GOD-TALK, REAL-GOD-REALIZATION, MOST PERFECT DIVINE
SELF-AWAKENING, AND THE SEVEN POSSIBLE STAGES OF LIFE
There are only seven possible stages of life.
In the Great Tradition of humankind, there are no seventh stage
traditions.
The ultimate stage of egoity is the sixth stage of life.
The first five stages of life are a process of growth until the
“disposition” of the sixth stage of life is truly Realized.
The Great Tradition of humankind must generally be understood only
in the terms of the first six stages of life.
These traditional expressions must be studied in order to understand
the character and the degree of humankind’s exploration of the
possibility of the seventh stage of life previous to the future time of
My Fully Real-God-Revealing, Truth-Revealing, and Reality-Revealing
Divine Avataric Work and Word.

I have uniquely Revealed what precedes the seventh stage of life,
what is required for the Realization of the seventh stage of life.
The only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way of Adidam is
uniquely a communication of the seventh stage of life.
There are three egos (or modes of the “self”-contraction).
The three modes of egoity are the lower “self”, the higher “self”, and
the “root-self” - gross, subtle and causal.
My Divine Avataric Teaching-Word of Me-Revelation Comprehends and
Transcends the all of egoity and the all of the cosmic domain.

THE EGOLESS REALITY-WAY OF DIVINE TRANSLATION
In all the doctrines of the Great Tradition of humankind, the separate
“self” is described as the fundamental characteristic of human
existence.
All traditions and paths of the first six stages of life are dissociative in
their “disposition” and in their “method”.
The universal presumption of the Great Tradition of humankind is
that, since the ego intrinsically and irreducibly exists and is a
“problem”, life must become a perpetual search and struggle to
somehow get rid of the ego and its “effects”.
Such is the nature—and the essential error and fault and limitation—
of the seeking-idealism that is a defining characteristic of the entire
Great Tradition of humankind.
The Reality-Way of Adidam is about Intrinsic egolessness—from the
beginning.

I Say to one, and to all: egolessness Is the Nature of Reality Itself.
Reality Itself Is the beginning of the Reality-Way of Adidam.

THE SEVENTH STAGE WAY
The Way of Adidam proceeds on the basis of My Unique seventh stage
Revelation, Teaching, and Demonstration—and, in due course, is
Perfectly Established in and As the Context of the seventh stage of
life.
THE DIVINE REALITY-WAY
I Transcend all—and I Include all.
My Divine Avataric Revelation-Teaching is Offered to everyone—as
Universal and Unique Wisdom.
I cannot be compartmentalized as a Westerner, or as an Easterner, or
as a Hindu, or as a non-Hindu, or as a Buddhist, or as a nonBuddhist, or as a Christian, or as a non-Christian, or as a “whatever”.
I am not anything but Myself—Standing Prior to all-and-All.
I Am the Divine Avatar—Transcending both East and West.
I Am the Truth of Reality Itself.
My Description of the seven stages of life—and, in particular, of the six
developmental stages of life—is not only an accounting for how the
collective history of the Great Tradition of humankind can be
understood, in terms of the historical development of the cultures and
practices of the “great path of return”.

Human beings are egoically fixed in patterns that are identifiable in
terms of the first six stages of life.
You are tending to live a life of struggle, seeking to attain equilibrium,
pleasure, or release—either in the present “world” or in some other
“world”.
If you simply stand in the Context of My seventh stage Divine Avataric
Self-Revelation of the Divine Reality-Truth, then you are not assuming
a limited perspective, or “point of view”, and you are not presenting
something that people can struggle with.
Rather, you are communicating to them That Which Is Prior to their
struggle, and Prior to what they would defend.
The seventh stage of life is not “seventh” in the sense of “following”
the first six.
The seventh stage of life Is Beyond and Prior to the first six stages of
life.
NEITHER BODY NOR MIND IS THE WAY TO REALIZE REALITY
ITSELF
The Way Intrinsically Transcends all the psycho-physical searches, and
all the psycho-physical “methods”, and all the psychophysical means,
false doctrines, and social neuroses associated with the Great
Tradition that comprises the “world”-culture of the first six stages of
life.
THE EN-LIGHT-ENMENT OF THE WHOLE BODY
The brain-mind-complex principally fabricates the illusion of the brainmind-body as “point of view”—or the illusion of a separate psychophysical ego-”I” existing “within” an “objective” space-time universe.

THE PERFECT KNOWLEDGE OF CONSCIOUS LIGHT
All beings, things, and events are arising conditionally, but they are
only apparent modifications of the Self-Radiant Energy of Self-Existing
Consciousness.
This Is the “Knowledge” That Is Most Perfect Divine Enlightenment.
REALITY ITSELF IS NOT A SIZE
In the Great Tradition of humankind, much has been communicated
about What is called “Spirit”, or “the Spiritual”—as That Which
Pervades all, and Which is (ultimately) associated with the breath.
All traditional teachings relative to “Spirit” have been given in the
context of the developmental stages of life.
The Spiritual Divine is traditionally understood in terms of cosmic
space, conceived to be an immensity of shapeless size that is filled
with the Spiritual Divine.
Reality Itself does not merely pervade cosmic space.
Reality Itself Is the Context within Which time and space are
apparent.
Reality Itself Transcends time and space.
In order to understand the Divine, you must transcend all notions of a
conditional kind.

THE END OF THE PATH IS THE WAY FROM THE BEGINNING
The Great Tradition of humankind is limited entirely to the domain of
the first six stages of life.
Each and every stage in the first six stages of life is based on a
seeking-”method” that always begins with the presumption of egoic
“self”-identification with the body-mind-complex.
This beginning is the fundamental error of first six stages of life.
My true devotee never uses the body-mind-”self” in any strategic,
manipulative manner in order to seek to attain Me, or to attain
Realization Itself.
My true devotee Stands in the Position of Realization and is thereupon
transformed, because of its conformity to the Realization-Disposition.

ALWAYS ALREADY
Changes in the “experiential” conditions of the body-mind-”self” that
arise—even in the context of the demonstration-process of the
Reality-practice in which egoity is Really and directly transcended—are
not, in and of themselves Realization.
Be entirely surrendered to Reality—such that the Transcendental
Spiritual Radiance of My Divine Avataric Person can Un-knot the
search of total body-mind, and Grant the Realization of My Divine
Transcendental Spiritual State as a Free Gift, Self-Evidently Shining.

THE TRANSCENDENTAL SPIRITUAL WAY OF REALITY ITSELF IS
FOUNDED ON THE TACIT AND PRIOR “PERFECT KNOWLEDGE”
OF REALITY ITSELF
The Way of Reality Itself is not a matter of conventional “God”-ideas.
The Way of Reality Itself is not a matter of systematized beliefs.
The Way of Reality Itself is not a matter of hopeful mythologies.
The Way of Reality Itself is not a matter of preoccupation with
visionary “experience”.
In Making My Revelation about Reality Itself, I am not merely
Communicating a philosophy. Rather, I Am Revealing Myself.
THE SEVENTH STAGE REALITY-WAY OF NO STAGES AT ALL
The ego-based stages of life are not The Reality-Way of Adidam.
The Seventh Stage Way of Adidam is able to begin only when the
necessity for the search associated with the ego-based stages of life is
intrinsically transcended.
When ego or self-contraction is no longer the “point of view” in the
midst of existence, then The Reality- Way of Adidam is able to begin.
“Narcissus” is the basis of all of the first six stages of life.

The Fundamental Discovery of My Early Life was The Discovery and
The Demonstration that all six of the first six stages of life are egobound and ego-binding.

The point of The Great Discovery, and then telling It to was so that
others would not have to go through all of that.
So others would have a basis for directly transcending what arises in
the midst of life in every moment—whether the moment is tending
toward “religious”, or “Spiritual”, or “Transcendental”, or sexual, or
disturbed, or whatever ordinary or extraordinary search it is.
The presumption of egoically separate existence is a lie.
If you transcend the presumption of separate “self” “Radically”, you
are in the disposition that can be Acausally Enabled to Self-Realize
The Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and Self-State That Is Reality Itself.

Part Five
Alpha / Omega
ALPHA / OMEGA
Real God must Be Always Already Realizable—or else what is not
Always Already The Case will always be presumed to Be Real God.
The ego-“I” is that which is not Always Already The Case.
The ego-“I” must be transcended or else the Inherent Essential
Characteristics of That Which Is Always Already The Case cannot be
Realized.
I Am here—In and As and by Means of my human Divine Form, My
Spiritual Presence, My Self-Evidently Divine State.
There must be a constant confrontation with the ego.

That is to say, the present Urge toward Most Perfectly egoTranscending Real-God-Realization must be constantly intensified and
increased, if actual transcending of egoity is to occur.
There must be a constant confrontation with complacent attitudes
toward present “experience”, binding attachments to conventional
living arrangements, and ego-made illusions about conditional
existence in general.
Since ancient times, humankind has, in various times and places,
tended to embrace one or the other of two characteristic approaches
to the two dimensions of the One and Indivisible Reality.
Every individual tends to be involved in a constant struggle between
two primary and opposite motives, that correspond to the two
characteristic approaches to the two dimensions of the One Reality.
These two approaches generally correspond to the Oriental and the
Occidental strategies of culture.
I Call these two efforts or tendencies “the Alpha strategy” and “the
Omega strategy”.
These two strategic “points of view” are in conflict with one another.
When both sides of the traditional dichotomy become conscious of one
another, a profound sense of inherent, irreducible, and inevitable
conflict may also appear between them.
I was Born in a terrible moment of necessity—to Call humankind to
the Great Moment of new understanding, and to the Great Future of a
Single Destiny.
This “world” of Earth is not merely a physical “world” Made by “God”.

This “world” of Earth, like all conditional “worlds”, is a psycho-physical
“world” that Inheres in Reality Itself and Truth Itself.
Reality Itself Simply Stands, Eternally Free. The relationship between
the Non-conditional Reality and the conditional reality is, Inherently, a
Mystery.
The conditional cosmos is not a “moral universe” in the conventional
sense.
There is no absolute, final, and “objectively” sufficient system of social
imperatives of public and private morality.
Right and ego-transcending action is necessary—but it must be
generated intelligently and on the basis of the “self”-sacrificial motive
of whole bodily devotional Communion with Me, rather than merely on
the basis of an abstract order of cosmic Nature or human society.
The Reality-Way is not about safety, or the “salvation” of the
individual from naked confrontation with suffering and pleasure and
death and love.
The Reality-Way is about the Perfect Transcending of human
existence, individually and collectively.
The price of Happiness in every moment is release of “self”contraction. This release is possible only if there is most fundamental
“self”-understanding.
My devotee must, by Means of My Avatarically Self-Transmitted Divine
Transcendental Spiritual Grace, learn true “self”-restraint—or
appropriate restraint and Love-Bliss-“conductivity” of the bodymind-“self”.

Must learn ego-transcending surrender, the total psycho-physical
surrender that transcends the “self”-contraction, avoidance, reaction,
and bondage relative to every kind of “experiential” pain and
suffering, and that transcends anxious seeking and “self”-indulgence,
and that also transcends avoidance relative to every kind of
“experiential” pleasure.
Must first be My Listening devotee, who grows to Hear Me and See
Me.
Eventually My devotee Stands As the Witness-Consciousness—Most
Ultimately, Perfectly Realizing the egoless Transcendental Spiritual
“Space” Wherein “point of view” and all conditions, “objects”,
thoughts, impulses, pains, sufferings, and pleasures arise and pass
away.
The “Bright” and the “Thumbs” Precede all of Alpha and Omega.
I Precede all of Alpha and Omega.
I Am Silent.
I Am Restless.
I Am Full.
I Satisfy the want and call for Joy.
Therefore, Listen to Me, and Hear Me, and See Me.
I Am you.
I Am the “world”

PART SIX
THE PERFECT WAY
Reality Itself Is “inside”.
Reality Itself Is “outside”.
Reality Itself—As “It” Is—cannot be sought and found either “inside”
or “outside”.
Reality Itself Is Self-Realized As “It” Is Only Prior to “inside” and
“outside”.
Reality Itself Is Self-Realized As “It” Is Only In Tacit Self-Recognition
of Itself As Conscious Energy.
Reality Itself Is Without Implied ego-identity.
Reality Itself Is all-and-All that conditionally arises.
Reality appears by means of “cause-and-effect” processes.
Reality, God, Truth, Transcendental Being are All the Same Thing.
Traditional praying to God is like writing letters to Santa Claus.
“true prayer” is pre-“religious”.

The fundamental human urge and need is not gross in its nature.
The fundamental human urge and need is not food, sex, power,
“things”, or even physical survival.
The fundamental human urge and need is happiness—but not in the
mere “satisfaction-of-self” sense.
The fundamental human urge and need is ecstasy.
True Ecstasy need not be sought and cannot be achieved.
Seeking for Ecstasy is a dramatization of the failure to Realize Ecstasy
in the present.
The ego-making act of “self”-identification with the body is the
essential “self”-contraction.
"Worldliness” has required the suppression of the natural magical,
metaphysical, and Spiritual, and ecstatic potential of the human
psycho-physical ego.
If Great Restoration occurs, humankind will be everywhere reestablished in accordance with the most ancient, and humanly
indigenous, and intrinsically cooperative principle of prior unity.
Fear “causes” the idea of “other” to arise.
Fear is the primal psycho-physical evidence of the “self”-contraction of
the brain-and-body-complex of perceptual “point-of-view”-awareness.
Fear is the “root-cause” of the idea and the “religious” life-search for
the Divine.
The verbal mind, “rooted” in the “self”-contraction is the essential
“cause” of fear.
The verbal mind must be transcended.

PARTSEVEN
ATMA NADI
SHAKTI YOGA
There is no ego-“I” here—but All that arises conditionally is only an
egoless indivisible pattern patterning.
The “great path of return” is a seeker’s path, rather than a Realizer’s
Way.
Understand the Perfect Distinction between the “great path of return”
- seeking within the first six stages of life - and Transcendental
Spiritual seventh stage Way of Adidam.
In traditional forms of Spirituality the body-mind-“self” is the platform
of the practice.
In all traditional forms of Spirituality, it is the body-mind-“self” that is
turned toward the Divine, or to the Spiritual Master.
This process shows itself through a progression of psycho-physical
signs.
People have tended to misuse and misunderstand My Teaching-Word
—because it can be incorporated into the conceptual mind and
assimilated by the ego-mind.
If people subordinate Me to themselves, they approach Me merely in
order to have their egoic “self”- image congratulated, stimulated,
acknowledged, and supported.
To merely be “looking at” My bodily Divine Form is not, itself,
Transcendental Spiritual Awareness of Me.
Atma Nadi Shakti Yoga Is—at “root”—searchless Beholding of Me.

The Process of Atma Nadi Shakti Yoga Continues up to and into and
through and As Divine Translation.
True devotional recognition-response to Me will, inevitably, show the
signs of Atma Nadi Shakti Yoga.
Atma Nadi Shakti Yoga is the Sign and the Proof of My Own
Transcendental Spiritual Force of Divine Avataric Presence and
Awakening.
The True Reality-Way is unique Gift in the history of the Great
Tradition of mankind.
In order for the Full Gift to be rightly received, there must be right,
true and full Esteem for the Giver.
In this “late-time” the “architecture” of egoic existence obstructs
“Samraj Asana”—because the “philosophy” of the “late-time” has,
effectively, placed a “roof” on the mind.
In the ancient cultural setting, the mind, the brain, and the head were
not “sealed”.
I Am Above and Beyond. I Am all-and-All-Surrounding and all-and-AllPervading.
I Am Above and Beyond.
I Am all-and-All-Surrounding and all-and-All-Pervading.
However, even though I Persist Eternally Thus and So, I cannot Enter
into your “room” if there is no opening in the “ceiling”.
If there is no “hole” in the “ceiling”, then there can be no
Transcendental Spiritual “Locating” and “Knowing” of Me.

If you cannot find the “hole” in the “ceiling”, then you will attempt to
find Me by looking out of the “windows” of your “room”, or by
expecting Me to come into your “room” through the “front door”.
Such is the “horizontally”-oriented search to find Me as a gross
physical manifestation only.
In this “late-time”, humankind is caught in the trap of a sealed brain.
There is no Kundalini.
There is an Arrow in the wilderness
That flies not up or down
but Stands “Bright”,
having “Met Its Mark”
Always, Already.
This Is My Form.
Meditate on Me.
I Am As a Pillar
That Extends
from even underground
to the Highest High.
And I Am “Bright”.
And all things flow in Me.
This is What It Is to See Me As I Am.

Fifth Stage
The Great Process of the un-"Veiling" of the “Maha-Bindu” Is the
esoteric Doorway to, and the esoteric Doorway from, the Perfectly
Subjective Heart-Domain.
Which, in the Given seventh stage Realization of Divine Translation,
Stands Self-Revealed As Is, In the Intrinsic Heart-Unity of Atma Nadi,
and As the Non- “different” Divine “Bright” Spherical Self-Domain, the
Infinite Centerless and Boundless “Midnight Sun” and Perfect Space,
In and As Which all separateness, all “difference”, and Even all-and-All
Is Perfectly Divinely Outshined.
Event of Priorly Ascended Nirvikalpa Samadhi in 1968, the intrinsically
limited nature of Fully Ascended Nirvikalpa Samadhi as it has been
conditionally Realized became immediately clear to Me.
The Realization of conditionally Ascended Nirvikalpa Samadhi
depended on the exercise of the conditional apparatus of the body,
the brain, and the mind.
Therefore, that Realization was conditionally dependent, and,
necessarily, limited, and, therefore, non-Final.
On September 10, 1970, the Great Divine Avataric Process of My Culminated in Limitless Realization of the Self-Evidently Divine SelfNature, Self-Condition, Source-Condition, and Self-State of the cosmic
domain itself.
Most Perfect Event
The Spiritual Reality-Way of Adidam Ruchiradam Is the practice of
Atma Nadi Shakti Yoga or the Yoga of “Atma Bindu” and “Atma Nadi”.
The left, center and right heart.

The literature of the Great Tradition makes general references to the
heart—but the right side of the bodily apparent heart is a Yogic
indicator that has only rarely been mentioned in the recorded
literature of the Great Tradition.
My Love-Bliss Is the “Thickness” in the air—without a psycho-physical
sign in “It”.
My devotees breathe away and forget the mind of attention and
thoughts in the Infinite, egoless, thought-free, Transcendental
Spiritual Space Infinitely Above the whole body.
I Am to be breathed As That.
The “Regeneration” of Atma Nadi Is the Most Perfect Realization of the
Divine Conscious Light, the One and Indivisible Self-Condition of all
conditions.

PART

EIGHT

RADICAL TRANSCENDENTALISM
PERFECT DIS-ILLUSIONMENT
The Non-Religious, Post-Scientific, and No-Seeking RealityWay of Only Perfect Means
Myths, Science and Religion.
Seeking to account for the world.
Magical acts of creation.
Stories myths, dreams, make-believe, illusionists, anxiety-reducing,
explanations, knowledge searches for certainty.
“Religion” is a form of pious “consumerism”—full of posturing,

bargainhunting, haggling, and deceitful practices of all kinds—
whereby the “separate self” seeks to acquire what, from the egoic
“point of view”, is desired.
“Religion” is the enterprise of “Narcissus”— the separate one.

Reality Itself is not a “religious” idea.
Reality Itself is not any kind of idea.
The universe is not ...available to be perfectly observed or
comprehended by or from or at a “point of view”.
The presumed ego-“I” “objectifies” both “self” and “world”, and
always conceives of the “objectified world” in “perspective”.
The ego-“I” naively organizes” its own “experience” and projects its
own “state” of separateness upon all that “it” perceives.

The universe is, self-evidently—even like any ordinary room—a
simultaneous totality, without its own specific or permanent “locality”.
The totality of universe is comprised of all possible space-time, and
every possible “point of view” in space-time.
“Religion” always begins with the presumption that the “separate self”

(or the ego-“I”).
“Religion” and “science” do not Priorly and Inherently “know” Reality—

and, therefore, “religion” and “science” always already do not “know”
Real God.
“Religion” is the enterprise of “Narcissus”—the presumed separate

“point of view”.
Attention has no right purpose whatsoever—whether extroversive, or
introversive, or associative, or dissociative—relative to the inherently
absurd search for Reality Itself.
Attention is merely a conditionally arising event in The Context of
Reality Itself.
It is not possible to acquire or achieve The Realization of Reality Itself
as a “result” of any kind of seeking.
The ego-“I” always seeks—or, always simultaneously, avoids, lacks,
wants, and pursues—“objects” and “objectified others”.
It is not possible for Me (or for anyone at all) to actively—by the
application of any conditional means at all—“cause” people to Realize
The Truth of Reality Itself.
The Realization of The Truth of Reality Itself cannot be “caused”—but
“It” can (and, indeed, must) Be Given.

Perpetual Circumstance of Reality Itself—Which Is My Divine Avataric
Free Gift To all and-All.
I Am As I Am, and characteristically natural, straightforward, openfaced, and plainspeaking, in both manner and behavior, without
ostentation or pretentiousness, utterly free of “beliefs”, inherently
without illusions, entirely without traditional or “tribal” attachments to
life-rituals, likewise without bondage to mere convention, and without
any vested interest in the defense and perpetuation of mere ideas—
and, altogether, without any “self”-identity, effort, or intention to
deceive or delude anyone at all.
My devotee must Always Approach Me in a natural, straightforward,
open-faced, and plain-speaking manner, without ostentation or
pretentiousness, entirely free of “beliefs”, illusions, traditional or
“tribal” attachments to life-rituals, and otherwise binding attachments
relative to mere convention and mere ideas—and, altogether and
utterly, without any “self”-identity, effort, or intention to deceive Me,
or trick Me, or lie to Me.
THE IN-DEPTH EXERCISE OF REALITY-INTELLIGENCE
What is your conclusion about Reality, your actual present-time
presumption about Reality? Do you presume Reality Is Divine—or not?
This question is important, because your conclusion about Reality is
operative in every dimension of your life.
What is operative in your life is your conclusion about Reality. That
conclusion—whatever it is—is what is determining your life, moment
to moment, and even now.
To come to a firm and intelligent conclusion about Reality requires
right use of the faculty of mind.
The firm conclusion that Reality Is Divine is the result of heartconversion - not the result of an intellectual process.

The “bland soup” of egoity is the state in which people tend to live—
from moment to moment. That state is what human beings, in
general, call “life”.
The egoic “self” merely sits by the “pond”, in a constant state of
oblivious ego-possession—as if it were a sensory immortal, living
forever as a superficial current of bodily, emotional, and mental “self”pleasure.
The psycho-physically perpetuated ego-state can be transcended only
if the habit of dramatizing egoity is broken—and at the “root” of what
is required to break the habit of egoity is the in-depth exercise of
Reality-intelligence.
The in-depth exercise of heart-based Reality-intelligence is what
authenticates Real Transcendental Spiritual life.
...your attention wandering and your breath out of balance....
Heart-based Reality-intelligence in-depth must constantly bring the
“lower” states of the faculties of the body-mind-“self” under control,
directing all the faculties into deep devotional Communion with Me.
If you do not exercise heart-based Reality-intelligence in-depth, you
cannot practice right and true whole bodily devotional turning to Me.
If you are not Reality-intelligent in the moments of change, then,
every time there is a change, you identify with the change.
The daily-ordinary ego-mind is constantly “self”-identifying pure
awareness with the changes that are peripheral to it.
If you do not want to suffer, you must stop doing suffering.
Your suffering is always something you are doing.

REAL ECSTASY
Truly, the prayers of egos are socially ritualized performanceprojections of socially defined personalities—and, altogether, such
prayers are not “conversations with God”, but, rather, they are
“conversations” the socially “tribalized” ego-mind engages with itself.
Why does conventional prayer “work” at all? Prayer “works” because
Reality Itself Is.
If change is required, do not ask for changes and, then, wait for the
changes to “happen” as a result. Instead, always intrinsically be as
changed, and always priorly and actively be the would-be changes—
and, on that basis, always and only observe the “experiential”
evidence.
“True prayer” is, characteristically...

THE ALWAYS ACCESSIBLE DEEP
There is already a depth in you, as in deep sleep, that has no
association with the body.
That is your deepest place.
In that in-depth awareness, there is no fear of death.
That in-depth awareness has nothing to do with the body, and nothing
to do with the mind.
To be established in the depth-position is what must always be done.
The more superficial you are, the more you lose the depth.

RADICAL ADIDAM
You live as your “question”.
I am not your “answer”.
My Work is not the “answering” of “questions” and “questioners”.
My Work Is The Perfect Acausal Enabling of The Perfect Transcending
of all “questions”—and
The Perfect Transcending of the “question” that is the “questioner” (or
the ego-“I”) itself.

THE PERFECT SEVEN
The Divine Avataric Seventh Stage Way of Reality Itself.
There is no discrete “self”-entity.
There Is Only The Intrinsically egoless,
DO NOT SEEK SEVENTH STAGE REALIZATION
The ego, however, is a fool—and, like a fool, the ego throws away The
Opportunity I Offer to every one and to all-and-All.

THE WAY OF ME
The usual life is always actively involved in motivated search and
struggle to relieve native distress.
The search to relieve stress and dis-ease is never satisfied.
Practice
At first, the individual becomes tacitly aware of his or her habits of
seeking, desiring, doubting, believing, manipulating, betraying, and
always returning to the same distress and want.
In that tacit “self”-awareness, it is self evident that all of that seeking
is being motivated by a constant feeling of distress, which is the result
of “self”-contraction in the face of all relations and conditions.
This discovery is most profound.
...it is discovered that it is the result of a chronic contraction of the
total body-mind, or the habitual avoidance of psycho-physical
relationship and psycho-physical relatedness.
The tendency of every conditionally manifested individual is to
contract into separateness, or a “self”-defended and “self”-contracted
emotional, mental, psychic, physical, and social state of isolation,
presumed independence, and dramatized want.

This tendency is chronic in every one, and it is generally not even
inspected, nor is it most fundamentally understood.
Therefore, every one seeks. And all seeking is inevitably frustrated.
The “self”-contracting habit is not transcended in the search, because
the search is itself the dramatization of the “self”-contracting habit
itself.
It became clear to Me that the “self”-contraction is un-necessary.
...when what is un-necessarily superimposed on Reality is released,
What Stands As The Obvious Is Reality Itself.
I Named this disease - contraction - “Narcissus”.
When This Truth became Obvious, The Avatarically Self-Transmitting
Powers of My Transcendental, Inherently Spiritual, Intrinsically
egoless, and Self-Evidently Divine Person Spontaneously became
Active.
I was not born to be projected toward the future.

DO NOT MISUNDERSTAND ME
Yes! There is no “religion”,
no Way of “God”,
no Way of Divine Realization,
no Way of Enlightenment, and
no Way of Liberation that is Higher or Greater than Truth Itself.
Indeed, there is no “religion”,
no science,
no man or woman,
no conditionally manifested being of any kind,
no “world”, and
no “God” that is Higher or Greater than Truth Itself.
Therefore, no ego-“I”
no presumed separate being
is Able to Realize Truth Itself
because,
Truth Intrinsically Transcends every one
and every “thing”.
It is only in the transcending of egoity itself
In The “radical” Event and Process
of the act of presumed separateness
and of all ego-based seeking for Truth Itself
Is Truth Realized.

Because people appear within this human condition, this
simultaneously attractive and frightening “dream-world”, they tend to
live—and to interpret both the conditional reality and The Nonconditional Reality—from the “point of view” of this apparent mortal
human condition.
Wherever there is an association of human beings gathered for any
purpose, the same human bewilderment-ritual is tending to be
enacted by one and all.
Human beings always tend to encircle the presumed “center” of their
lives—a book, a person, a symbol, an idea, or whatever. They tend to
encircle the “center”, and they tend to seek to exclusively acquire all
“things” for the circle of themselves.
In this manner, the group becomes an ego.
The ancient ritual of “en-throning” and “de-throning”, the person in
the “middle” was ritually mocked, abused, deposed, and banished—
and a new person was installed in the “center” of the “religio-political
cult”.
The true devotional and Transcendental Spiritual relationship to Me is
not separative.
Nor is it a matter of attachment to Me as a mere human being.
True devotional Communion with Me Is The True “Round Dance” of
Transcendental Spirituality.
I am not trapped in the “middle” of My devotees.
I “Dance” in The “Round” with each and every one of My devotees.
By searchlessly Me-Beholding devotional.

This is a Transcendental Spiritual relationship to Me.
Based on the free disposition of no-seeking and no-dilemma.
Freedom from the presumption of dilemma within the present-time
condition.
Communion with Me is a naturally unfolding process.
My devotee is always tending to be preoccupied with ego-based
seeking - but, all the while of his or her life in actively egosurrendering.
The Great Secret of My Avatarically-Born bodily Divine Form and
Person, and of My Avatarically Self-Transmitted Divine Transcendental
Spiritual Blessing-Work and The Only-By-Me Revealed and Given
Reality-Way of Adidam—Is that I am not the “man in the middle”, but
I Am Reality Itself.
Therefore, no one should misunderstand Me.
By Avatarically Revealing and Confessing My Divine Status to one and
all, I am not indulging in “self”-appointment, or in illusions of
grandiose Divinity.
I am not claiming the “Status” of the “Creator-God” of exoteric
“religion”.
Rather, by Standing Firm In and As The Divine Self-Position —and
Refusing to be approached as a mere man, or as a “cult”-figure, or as
a “cult”-leader, or to be in any sense defined as the “man in the
middle”—I Am Demonstrating The Most Perfect Fulfillment of The
Esoteric Realization of Reality Itself.
I have Come here to Divinely Liberate one and all from the “dark”
culture and effect of this “latetime” period.

I AM YOUR UNIQUE ADVANTAGE

I Coincide with you Always Already and Perfectly.
I Reveal and Show Myself to you Self-Evidently and Always
Immediately and Directly.
I Constantly Descend and Enter into your life.
I am not merely calling to you from Beyond, or telling you a
philosophy.
I have Divinely Avatarically Entered Fully into the cosmic domain.
I Am Perfectly Coincident with all-and-All.
I Am Fully here.
In every moment, simply be Attracted to Me, and let the body-mindcomplex be purified, transformed, and Divinely Self-Awakened and
Divinely Translated by My Divine Avataric Self-Transmission of My
Divinely Self-“Bright” State.
Such is The Fundamental Principle of the devotional relationship to
Me.
Such is The Fundamental Principle of The only-by-Me Revealed and
Given “Radical” Reality-Way of Adidam (or Adidam Ruchiradam).
Because of That Principle, I Am your Unique Advantage.
There is one Great Law in the cosmic domain of conditionally arising
“causes” and “effects”: You become what you meditate on.

This Great Law summarizes The Means and The Process whereby I Am
Able to Be your Unique Advantage.
All who rightly and whole-bodily-truly responsively turn to Me with
fullest Me-recognizing devotion are Given My Divine Avataric Grace—
Fully, Openly, Equally, and without limitation.
The potential for Divine Self-Realization of Reality Itself is not, Itself,
either limited or “caused” by the karmic state of My devotee.
LET ME LIVE YOU
As long as the ego-based pattern-conventions of conditionally arising
“experience” persist, there must be the practice of The Reality-Way of
Adidam and The Realization of The Reality-Way of Adidam—both.
THE FOUR OPTIONS
1. You can “cause” your situation to remain the same—by repeating
all that you already are and clinging to all that you already have.
2. You can “cause” your situation to become worse—by turning
attention and action in the direction of descent, or by moving toward
a grosser, more solid, more elemental, or more contracted conditional
state.
3. You can “cause” your situation to improve—by turning attention
and action in the direction of ascent, or by moving toward a subtler,
more fluid, more etheric, or more expanded conditional state.
4. You can, in every moment, directly understand yourself—or the
total situation that is the conditional “self” and its relations—and,
thus, transcend yourself and all possible conditional situations.

PART NINE
WHAT IS RADICAL, RIGHT, AND PERFECT?
THESE THREE (TOGETHER) ARE WHAT IS RADICAL, RIGHT,
AND PERFECT
In the only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way of Adidam, the
“radical”
(1) practice of Me-recognizing and to-Me-responsive whole-bodilyturning devotion to Me tacitly, directly, and intrinsically surrenders,
forgets, and transcends the ego-patterning and the ego-states of the
body-mind-“self”.
(2) devotional “self”-disciplines of right life actively allow the mind to
be egolessly integrated with the presenttime context of life and
actively allow the body to be egolessly integrated with the presenttime space of life.
(3) preliminary “Perfect Knowledge” Listening-practice tacitly, directly,
and intrinsically Self-Establishes the Always Prior and Intrinsically
egoless Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and Self-State of Reality Itself.
These three fundamental aspects of right and true practice are the
always simultaneously coinciding fundamentals of the searchless
practice-Means of Divinely Self-Realizing the egoless, Transcendental,
Spiritual, and Self-Evidently Divine Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and
Self-State of Reality Itself.
The “radical” practice of right life keeps body, emotion, mind, breath,
and all of attention egolessly “located” in present-time and presentspace.

RADICAL DEVOTION, RIGHT LIFE, AND PERFECT KNOWLEDGE
THE SEARCHLESS ESSENCE OF RADICAL DEVOTION TO ME
The Searchless Essence of Radical Devotion To Me
ALWAYS RECOGNIZE ME AND IMMEDIATELY RESPOND TO ME
Do not do anything about the contents.
Do not try to get away from the contents.
Do not try to stop the contents.
Do not try to continue the contents.
Do not try to indulge in the contents.
Do not try to remember the contents.
Do not try to forget the contents.
Turn to Me.
That is it.
PERFECT DISTRACTION
I am not present here merely in order to “rap out” a philosophy or to
distribute “techniques” that you may apply to yourself, depending on
your intelligence.
I Am Present in the conditional “worlds” in order to Offer a Divinely
Liberating relationship to all those who are willing to assume such a
relationship with Me, to all those who have the capability to be
Distracted by Me in an absolute love-relationship that is more and
more Distracting. Therefore, if that Perfect Distraction by Me is not
present in any particular individual’s life, then the ego-transcending
practice of the devotional relationship to Me cannot begin.
Just as you cannot “argue” someone into loving you, so human beings
cannot be “argued” into the Perfect Distraction of ego-transcending
devotion to Me.

DEVOTEE: Beloved Master, since Your bodily Form is the Divine
Avataric Means, what responsibility can Your devotees take without
becoming seekers for that Distraction?
AVATAR ADI DA SAMRAJ: You are asking for some “method” to
defend yourself, for some path that will make your life “work out”
right! You are like someone who is perpetually trying to find the
“right” intimate partner, who will “guarantee” the right circumstances
of his or her intimate life. But the process of devotion to Me is
Distraction only—and, once there is that Distraction, the theatre of
your life and Realization is in the hands of the Divine.

This ends Beezone's project of the first 1000 pages of the Aletheon.
Hopefully this project has given you a 'taste' of the Aletheon and in
so, has helped you move forward in your own study of this essential
text of Adi Da Samraj.

For more information go to Beezone.com

